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Background

After remission induction AAV is a relapsing remitting long term condition and patients are at
risk of organ damage from both active AAV and therapy in particular glucocorticoids (GC). This
maintenance phase of AAV is critical for good long term outcomes. This retrospective study
examined the definition of maintenance, therapies and clinical outcomes in AAV patients in
routine clinical practice.
Methods

AAV patients from 4 European countries (310 physicians) who completed induction therapy for
organ/life threatening AAV and initiated maintenance therapy between 2014-16 were studied.
Data were collected from when maintenance was determined to begin by the physician and at 6,
12, 18 and 36 months.
Results

929 patients were studied - 51% had granulomatosis with polyangiitis, mean age 54 years with
54% male. 49% were incident AAV patients and 51% relapsing. Physicians defined maintenance
beginning at mean of 5.6 months from induction start on basis of fixed time point 38%, starting
of new drug for maintenance 27%, reaching full remission 26% and no specific criteria 9%. At
this time 45% were in full remission vs 49% in partial and 6% refractory. Over 36 months after
maintenance was defined, 84% were still in remission but 10% had major relapse requiring re-

induction and left follow up, 6% died (2/3 at time of relapse). There is variation in maintenance
drug regimes, initially in 929 patients GC 62%, Azathioprine 37%, Rituximab 19% and MMF
18%. At 36 months, 9% of AAV patients were receiving renal replacement therapy and CKD
was reported as a comorbidity in 17% vs 7% at start of remission induction therapy.
Conclusion

Maintenance therapy in AAV is variably defined but typically 6 months after start of remission
induction . Relapse severity varies and is still a problem and many patients require ongoing GC
therapy to maintain remission. Infections and renal complications are an unmet need in AAV
maintenance. There is a need for new targeted therapies in AAV to improve clinical outcomes in
the maintenance phase.
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